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INTHODUCTION 

Curiosity and a conviction prompted the investiga

tion which led to this paper. The curiosity concerned 

the differing, even conflictinB, opinions discovered 

in ,modern literature and literary criticism relating 

to the Arthuriad. 

On one hand we find a reputable writer like Ernst 

Cassirer who says, "Myth is not only far remote from 

empirical reality; it is, in a sense, in flagrant con

tradiction to it. It seems to build up an entirely 

fantastic world ••• ~l By contrast is Charles Moorman's 

statement: " ••• the story (Malory's Morte D'Ar~02:lr) 

may1be legitimately considered as myth; it~ major pur

pose is ••• metaphysical speculation on the meaning of 

history, its oharacter relationships indicative not 

merely of the temporal clash of purely human emotions, 

but of human conflicts as they exist in relation to the 

whole universe in which they function.,,2 

T.S. Eliot states that myth is a "way of control-

ling, of ordering, of giving a shape nnd a significance 

to the immense panarama of fu t iIi ty an d anarchy whi ch 

is contemporary history.,,3 Vie find him usinG ArthuriAna 
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in order to find an "objective correlative" to his con-

cept of the destructiveness of the secularism of our 

time. 

The Arthurian myth gives order and symmetry to the 

world view of Charles Williams. In Malory he found the 

story of the rise and fall of a would-be perfect civi-

lization - a mythopoeic vehicle that serves to give full 

and ordered expression to his conception of the relation

ship of civilization and religion.4 

c. S. Lewis I general use of myth along wi th his 

sta tement concerning the na ture of myth, i.e. "non-in-

carnate History," seems to indicate that (to him) myth 

i tse If repre sen ts an ul time te an d a bsolu te re ali ty •••• 1(5 

In an article entitled "rhyth, Hi tual, and Nonsense," 

Stanley Edgar Hyman says scornfully, "myth is the new 

intellectual fashion, apparentlYJ and judging by the 

recent books on the subject, there is more than one way 

to skin a myth. n6 

Hence, my curiosity. Investi~ation led to my con-

viction that Arthuriana reaches its greatest maturity 

in Malory's Le Morte D'Arthur. and that this work is 

not only an object d'~rt, but a social document capable 

of instructing a modern world. In spite of its romantic 

trappings we can find in this version a controlled 
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and ordered metaphor, basically religious, which aids 

in rearranging and unifying contemporary existence. In 

tbe-~ failure of Arthur's realm we may find the reflection 

of our own society; in the breakdown of Arthur's order, 

we may find a representation of the dissolution of moral 

and ethical values in our time. Eugene Vinaver states: 

"He (MalorY)'was inspired throughout his task by a de

finite national end political purpose. Faced with the 

horrors of internecine strife and the uncertainty of 

the future, Malory naturally enough fell back on remem

brances of the past and tried to find in them a picture 

of glory and prosperity, as well as the causes which 

had led to the decay of the great kingdom of Arthur. 

By adapting the Arthurian romances to the needs of his 

day he made them into a record of the nRtional past of 

England and endowed them with the greatness and impor

tance of a national epic. In this sense, and in this 

sense alone, it is true to say that he holds out one 

hand to us and one to the Middle Ages. The epic of Ar

thur, ?h ose roots go deep in medieval soil, is a lIving 

drama which, owing to Malory's contribution, has preser

ved all its powerful appeal for the modern mlnd.,,7 

For the purposes of this study we will assume that 

Bethe's distinction between myth and legend is correct: 



"Myth is primitive phllosophy, the simplest presenta-
4 

tional ••• form of thouGht, a series of attempts to under-

stand the world, to explain life and death, fate and na

ture, gods and cults. Legend is primitive history naive
I 

ly formulated in terms of love and hate, unconsciously 

transformed and simplified."a ApplyinG Bethe' s defini-

tions to the Arthurian cycle as it exists in Malory, we 

may classify the story as both myth and legend. "A 

reader looking at the story in terms of parts, of quests 

and adventures, loves and knightly deeds of a group of 

individual heros will see the material as legend. A 

reader who sees the story in terms of a whole structure 

will see the material as myth, the working out in liter

ary terms of a metaphysical theme.,,9 

This union in Malory of legend and myth, history and 

metaphysics, enables us to introduce another authority 

wHose view of history includes mythology. In A study of 

History, Sir Arnold Toynbee says: 

"There are three different methods of 
viewing and presenting the objects of our 
thought, and, among them, the phenomena of 
Human life. The first is the ascertainment 
and recording of 'facts'; the second is the 
elucidation, through a comparative study of 
the facts ascertained, of general 'laws'; the 
third is the artistic re-creation of the facts 
in the form of 'fiction'. It is generally 
assumed that the ascertainment and recording 
of facts is the technique of hlstory; that the 



elucidation and formulation of general laws 
is the technique of science; and lastly that 
fiction is the technique of the drama and 
novel, and that the phenomena in the province 
of this technique are the personal relations 
of human beings. All this, in essentials, is 
to be found in the works of Aristotl~~ .••• 
The distribution of the three techniques be
tween the three departments of study is, how
ever, less watertight than might be supposed o* 
History concerns it3elf with some but not all 
the facts of human life; and, on the other 
hand, beside recording facts, history also has 
recourse to fictions and makes use of laws •••• 
History like the drama and novel grew out of 
mythology, a primitive form of apprehension 
and expression in whicho •• the line between fact 
and fiction is left undrawn. It has, for ex
ample, been said of the Iliad that anyone who 
starts reading it as history will find that it 
is full of fiction but, equally, anyone who ' .. 
starts reading it aSloiction will find that it 
is full of history." 

Thus Professor Toynbee has opened the door for us 

between fact and fiction. We may walk into his study tak-

Lng Le Morte D'Arthur along. Let us examine his theory 

of the rise and fall of historical civilizations in hope 

of obtaining a better understanding of the rise end fall 

of a mythical one. 

* Emphasis is supplied 



CHAPTER I 

Le Morte D'Arthur: Romance and •• o ? 

In recounting those books which had shaped his youth-

ful reading tastes one author speaks of "the water-color 

world of Morris and the leafy recesses of ii;alory," and 

adds significantly, "The iron in Malory ••• I did not yet 

at all perceive."l 

Homanticism is a term used presently to desiRnate 

such a variety of characteristics that it hRs become less 
I 

than useful as a label. Stories are commonly called 'ro-

mantic' if they are about dangerous adventure. The 'mar-

velous' including magicians, ghosts, fairies, dragons, 

nurriphs, are' 'romant i c'. The a rt deal lng wi th IT i tRnic' 

characters, emotions strained, high-flown sentiments, 

and codes of honor is 'romantic'. Romanticism can also 

mean the indulgence in abnormal or anti-ne tural moods. 

The macabre is 'romantic' as is an excessive interest in 

death. Egoism and subjectivism are 'romantic'. Every 

revolt against existing civilization and conventions 

whether it looks forward to revolution or backward to the 

primitive is called 'romantic'. Sensibility to natural 

objects when sol~mn and enthusiastic is 'romantic,.2 In 

spite of this wide variety the "leafy recesses" of !,'Ellory 

must qualify as 'romance' because they satisfy the m8jor~ty 

6 



7 
of these definitions. 

Northrup Frye~a "four phases of the romance" describe 

accurately the first stages of development of Arthur's 

life story - the myth surrounding his birth, his innocent 

youth, his quest for order, his h&ppy society and the 

'~maintenance of the integrity of the innocent world Rr';Rinst 

the assault of experience.,,3 
I 

But what of the "iron" in Malory? It is hoped that 

this study will become a mining operation designed to un-

cover those rich veins of ore which give the story the 

substance that changes it from either unmotivated folk 

history or frothy French romance to a work of almost epic 

dignity. 

Two comments will assist our operation. 1he first 
I 

is from Maud Bodkins' Arche~lpal Patterns in Poet~. She 

says II some themes have al mo s t e tornal durabili ty. 'y'Qlen 

such themes ••• move us now they will tend to do so in ways 

which we recognize as particularly profound and poetical. 

Such stories and situations are deeply implanted in the 

me~ory of the race, stamped as it were upon our physical 

organism.... We say that such themes are strAnge to us 

yet there is that within us which leaps st the sight of 

them, a cry of the blood which tells us we have known 
, 

them always.1I4 



The second comment comes from Vida Scudder's disc~s-

sion of the principle of causation. "The perception of 

law, which dominates classic art, if less irresistible 

and fundamental than the intuition of freedom which gives 

birth to romance, is more apparently justifie d by dispas
I 

sionata scrutiny of the universe; and as the scope of ro-

mance widened to include a complex of human destinies, 

romance had to find this out. Slowly, down the centuries 

can be watched the rising conflict between this intuition 

of freedom and the gradual awakening recognition of Dn 

inhibiting and governing law •••• 5 In Malory's mature 

rendering of Arthuriad we find that romance has accepted 

fact as it must do if it is to retain any veracity.,,6 

The "iron" in Malory, then may be the marriage of 

fiction to fact - the unswerving recognition of the laws 

of cause and effect however romantic the mode of depict-

ing those la.ws may be. In fact is the "theme of eternal 
I 

durabili ty" which c aIls forth the t "cry of the blood". 

And now we may logically appropriate Professor 

Toynbee's"pattern of the past" and test our medieval 

romance for the tingle of truth. 



CHAPTER II. 

The Rise of the Kingdom: A Quest for Order 

The interesting analogy which appears between the 

characteristics of the rise of Arthur's kinGdom in Le 

Morte D'Arthur and those attributed to the rise of his-

toric civilizations as viewed by Arnold Toynbee in A 

Study of Hi story gi ve s dire c tion to our que s t for tt iron tt 

iil Malory. 

Malory synthesizes a civili~Ation in his account of 

the rise and fall of a mythical and legendary kingdom. 

Toynbee's study st~tes that we may seek the explanation 

of the 'pattern of such growth of historic civilizations, 

not in the material sciences, biology or geology, which 

might suggest some innately superior race or favorable 

environment as the cause. Rather, it says, "the problem 

is really splritual ••• A survey of the great myths in 
I 

which the wisdom of the human race is enshrined sUGgests 

the possibility that man achieves civilization as a re-

sponse to a challenge in a situation of special difficulty 

which arouses him to make a hitherto unprecedented effort."l 

He supports this statement with numerous examples from hu-

man history. The Geneses of civilizations then are due 

to achievements produced by difficult rather than eRSY 

conditions. (Professor Lovejoy's view of Adam and the 

9 
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"fortunate fall" would support this position.) Let us ex

amine this pattern of challenge and response as it appears 

in Arthur's realm. 

The chief motivation seen at the beginning of the 

rise of the kingdom is the desire for order born of an 

awareness of deep disorder both external and internal. 

There is disunity and moral confusion in Logres; there is 

very little established standard other than the primitive 

law of Ivengeance. Arthur's first step toward the establish 

ment of national order 1s his struggle with other British 

chiefs i to win control of the land. Eleven kings, "ma11g
I 

nent Ti tanic elders", rally against him. ("They set on 

them fiercely in the passage, and slew on the ril~ht hand 

and on the left, that it was a wonder to tell. And Arthur 

was so bloody that by his shield there might no man know 

him, for all was blood and brains on his sword.") The 

ba~tle ends and national order begins with Arthur settled 

on the throne. However, in Arthur's incestuous begettlng 

of Modre d and later sl aying of all ch ildren born on J.,8 y 

Day, we se e ev i dence a Iso of dee p personal di sorder (l'ler-
I 

lin anhounces, "But ye have done a thing late that God 1s 

displeased with you •••• "). Tht)se are wild times. Uther, 

before him, has b~en the victim of his own disorderjn~ 

lust. We are shown the necessity fOr a code or law wi1ich 
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will bring order to the inner man as well as to society as 

a whole. 
i 

By means of quests or "successful responses to chal-

lenges of' special difficulty" there will emerge Order in 

Logres. It will be an order composed of a system of 

loyalties, to lord (or king), to lady, and to God. We will 

see how the effectiveness of such an order results in a 

golden age in Logres; we will see how the inadequacy of 

such an order brings the breakdown of the kingdom. 

Vidk Scudder states: "The three loyalties, if controlled 

by mercy, by courtesy, by 'mesure' would produce perfect 

knightly honor. But in the world as it is, each thwarts 

ahe other, 'til the struggle among them, implicit from the 
I 

first, becomes explicit and leads to the destruction of 
I 

them a11.,,2 

The story of Balin and Balan in Book II further points 

up the prevailing lack of self-control and the great need 

for the work that Arthur and the chivalric code will do, 

There is an imperative demand for a standard through which 

"confused instincts toward chivalry" may be pointed and 

preserved. (The parallel to Mosaic Law is suggestive. 

High moral order, depending on the strength of individuals 

is only as strong as those individuals who, being human, 

are fallable. The chivalric code, like the law, becomes a 
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mirror which shows man his limitations.) 

The early quests of Tor, Pellinore, and Gawain illus

trate the theme of failure for lack of a restrainin~ order 

and deepen the impression of disorder. These ~mphasize 

the desperate helplessness of humanity even at its well

meaning best, "when it is moving in a social order where 

old standards of honor no longer satisfy, but where the 

sanctions and ideals competent to meet the needs of the 

age have, as yet, found no outward code.,,3 GawRin's self-

control (over Tor and Pellinore) in court shows an improve-

ment 10ver Balin~s, but still his vindictiveness brings a 

reminder from Gaheris: tlA knisht without mercy is without 

worship." At least vengeance is no longer the first of 

vi~tues. 

Arnold Toynbee states, "Civilizations, it would 

seem, grow through an 'Ian vi tal (to use Bergson's term) 

which carries them from challenge through response to fur-

ther challenge, and this growth has both outward and 1n-

ward aspects. In the Macrocosm growth reveals itself as 
! 

a progressive mastery over external environment, in th~ 

Microcosm as a progressive self-determination or self

articulation •••• "4 "A society is a field of action com-

mon to a number of human beings, but the 'sourC0 of action' 

is in the individuals. All growth orginates with creflttve 



individuals or small minorities of individuals •••• ,,5 
I 

l~. --

In numerous incidents we see growing order challenged 

in Arthurs realm, but the successful responses made to 

these adversities by creative individuals admit strength 

and growth - the permission to advance. Roman ambassadors 

demanding tribute illustrate Toynbee's "stimulus of pres-

sures." Arthur's successful response leaves him "emperor 

of the known world." The giant king Rience is overcome. 

Sir Kay, crusty seneschal, demonstrates the "stimulus of 

blows" as he fulfills his VOVI and slays two of five kings 

who torment the land. Such are the virtues of adversity. 

Arthur's creative personality questing for internal 

and external order gives life to all the early books. 

(He 1s clearly the protagonist until the appearance of 

Lancelot.) With youthful lust for adventure he declines 

merely to occupy the throne at Camelot and often puts him-

I self in "light-hearted jeopardy." He is king in more than 

name as he demonstrates cnivalry incarnate. He rides 

through the land in good knight-errant fashion showing "mag-

nanimity to his foes" and great admiration for "worship-

ful"knights. He prefers the sword to the scabbard and 

scoldslMerlin for interrupting his fight with Pellinore. 
I 

("I had liefer to die with honor than to live with shame.") 
I 

He was "so full of knip~hthood that knightly he endured th~ 



pain of wounds." Lovable, kingly, heroic, he carried forth 

his quest for order with Excallbur flashing "like thirty 

torches" in his hand. Arthur, at this period, is alive, 

leading, and creating a growing society. 

Lancelot appears on the scene. He depicts creative 

personality at work by rescuing brother knights, winning 

tournament and joust, remaining imper~ious to the allure-

ments of sorceress queens, defending the honor of Guenevere, 

meeting and slaying giants and all evil-doers. With gay 

valor he criea, "Why should I not prove adventures? For 

that cause came I hither." In 'proving adventures' he 

is proving himself. 

Sir Pelleas signals growth toward order when he, dis

honorably betrayed by Gawain, resolves, "Though this knight 

be never so false, I will never slay him sleeping, for I 
I 

will never destroy the high order of knighthood." 

Gareth's creative spirit charms us as he illustrates 

point by point the emerging code of honor and order. He 

performs all exploits - slaying giants, freeing ladies 

in Idistress, winning tourneys - ~ith a spontaneity and 

"freshness of unconscious living." We see self-restraint 

and temperance combined with dare-devil ardor, and a clever 

mind armed with a clever tongue. 

Creative individuals, drawn together by a sar.rQd 
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sense of fellowship and the magnetism of a vital king and 

leader, display increasing loftiness of mind. Sir Bars, 

Sir Lavain, Sir Bedivere, Sir Ector de Il'laris, Sir Lionel, 

~ir Uwain, Sir Sagramore, Sir Aglovale, Sir Percival de 

Galis, Sir Braundeles, Sir Grifflet, Sir Lucan de Logres, 

Sir Lucan de Butler - the list seems endless - have become 
I 

a creative minority. 

Toynbee sees society as a system of relations botween 

individuals. "Human beings cannot be themselves without 

in~eracting with their fellows and ••• their task is two-

fold: fi~st the achievement of their inspiration or dis-

covery, or whatever it may be, and secondly the conversion 

of their society to this new way of life.,,6 When the Vow 

comes at the end of Book III the Round Table is established 

an d order ha s be come an Order. Arthur's que s t ends in the 

Great Oath sworn at the High Feast of Pentecost. It do-

mands self-control, compassion, service to woman~ a jus-

tice higher than the letter of the law. Loyalty 'fyrst 

unto God and next unto the joye of them that he pro-

mysed his fey the unto, bravery in a 'ryghteous quarel', 

but kindness to enemies and courtesy to all - these are 

the virtues of a real chevalier. Above all, loyalty to 

Arthur and to God required that knir~hts "flee treason" 

(that 'Judas-sin', the sin of Lucifer - profoundest sin 
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in Dante's medieval hell). It is ironic that the oath, 

symbolic as it is of order, carries within lt the seeds 

of de struction for tha t order it supports. It lsC) essen-

tially conflict in loyalties which eventually acts to de
I 

8 troy the Order ~ 

During the Golden Age of Logres when youthful vitality 

and faith are'fresh and strong, we see the importance of 

what Toynbee terms "mimesis." Mimesi:~ is one method by 

which ~he creative individual (or minority) is able to 

con~ert his society to the new way of life. It is the 

route by which the majority can by imitation of externals 

follow the leaders. 
I 

Many references show the constructive influence of 

the admiration which young untried knights had for those 

like Lancelot whose prowess 1s established. ("Oh the great 

cheer that Sir Lancelot made of Sir Gareth and he of hIm: 

fo~ there was never no knight that Sir Gareth loved so 

well as he did Sir Launcelot, and ever for the most part 

he would be in Sir Launcelot's company •••• " (Bk.7 Chapt. 

Tnis creative influence is seen in this statement 

from BGok 16 Chapter 2 : "Also Merlin made t he Hound Tab 1e 

in tokening of the roundness of the world, for by the Round 

Table is the world signified by right. For nll the world 
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christian and heathen, repair unto the HO'Jnd Table, and 

when they are chosen to be of the fellowship of the Round 

Table, they think them more blessed, and more in worship, 

than if they had gotten half the world; and ye have seem 

that they have lost their fathers and their mothers, and 

all their kin, and thoir wives and their children, for to 

be 'of your fellowship." And so the vi tal spark is trans

mitted. 

Mimesis is seen, as the vow ("alwa.ys to do ladies, 

damosels, and gentlewomen succor, upon pain of death") 

takbn by the creative few, becomes the institution of 

courtly love for the many. We read "And there by ordi

nance of the queen there was set a quest of ladies on Sir 

Gawain, and they judged him forever while he lived to be 

with all ladies and to fi8ht for their quarrels, and that 

ever he should be courteous, and never to refuse mercy 

to her that asketh mercy." The code was the,~source of 

noble disciplines competent "to raise appetite into sen

timent.and sentiment into purity.,,7 (Appetite changed 

into sentiment brings improvement, but later on "senti

ment into purity" will raise the difficulty.) There is 

evidence that appetite is not unknown. In Cornwall, a 

regiQn of coarse manners and crude customs, women are 

f r e qu e n t 1 Y r e gar de d as b a a t y • I s e u I t had bee nIl; 8 r k' s 
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p03sesaion rather than his wife. Malory's version of 
I 

the story .~howB in Tri3tram e fine example of the chival-

ric attitude toward women (before he and Iseult take the 

fatal drink), and gives an impression of the extended 1n

fluenc~ of the Round Table. For Tristram, the longing 

to achieve fellowship with the Hound Table is a passion 

second only to his love for Iseult. Cornwull is dark 

and drear. "Far away the obje~t of 10n~ing admiration, 

shines the distant court of Arthur - a well-ordered lil~ht 

in the savagery of surroundlnp; darkness. All other kni[~hts 

are a poor, lawless lot, treated wi th systemntlc scorn.,,8 

Loyalty to over lord and to lady are not allowed to 
I 

overshadow allegiance to the Church in Malory's vers1_on 

of the story. During the rise of the kingdom references 

abound to the knights recognition of Christianity, at 

least as a form or ordering influence. They frequently 

swear on the "four Evanselists." The king is crowned by 
I 

lords who state that it is "God's will that Arthur be kine." 

Arthur offers hi s swor d "on the al tar of the ar ch-b is hop." 

Arthur t Ban, and Boors, "heard mass." "And many of them 

made clean of their live that their prayer mi~ht be more 

acceptable unto God" - this occurs in "the gre8test 

church in London." There are frequent references to holy 

day s oft h e C h r i s t iAn year: Can dIe m 8 s, E as t e r, l' (' n (l (' 0 s t , 
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Allh~llowma.8. 

Thus far the Quest for Order ?hich has become a sj"stem 

of loyalties to lord, to lady, and to God, is seen to have 

contributed to the rise of a kingdom. Adversities have 

produced virtues. Challenges have appeared to which crea

tive individuals have responded successfully and advanced 

toward self-determination. Creative minorities (the Round 

Table) have, by mimesis, raised the level of life for the 

uncreative majority. 

Hut the Golden Age of Logres has barely begun to shine 

when tarnish dulls ita splendor. Already forces are at 

work below the surface which are to prove this secular 

" Order inadequate. What are these and how do they act to 

destroy the realm? Let us explore Arnold Toynbee's ex

planat~ons from his study of historic civilizations now 

go~e. I Do they offer analogies to the fall of the kingdom 

in La Morte D'Arthur? 



CHAPTER II I 

The Fall of the Kingdom: Failure of the Quest 

"What is the weakness which exposes a growing civili

zation to the risk of stumbling and falling in mid-care-or 

and losing its Promethean :lan?" 1 

Popular criticism often attributes the fall of Arthur's 

kingdom to one or both of two causes: the illicit love of 

Lancelot and Guenevere and the quest for the Holy Grail. 

CharI e s Moorman s ta te s: "Ma lory's book may be in te re prA te d 

t6 show that internal strife, occasionod for the most pArt 
I 

by Lancelot's affair with the Queen, brings about the fall 

of the kingdom. From this point of view, then, the central 

conflict in Malory is between chivalric duty and rornnnt,ic 

love, and the Grail material can only be considered as a 

ques t in a long serie s of ques ts." 2 On the 0 ther hand we 

find that Charles Williqms feels "there are hints, even in 

Malory, that the mere passage of the Grail destroyed the 
I 

kingdom." 3 He adds provocatively, "There is in Maloryts 

treatment of the Grail a certain suggestiveness which 

Malory does not seem Altogether to have understood.,,4 

And Vida Scudder says, "Arthur does not want them (the 

knights) to go (on the Grail quest). Not- wont to lament 

when his kniGhts set forth on advAnture, he 3s now pos-

sessed by a tragic instinct that thls Quest will prove tho 

20 
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end of the Order of the Hound Table." 5 

Arthurian scholar Eugene Vinaver says, "The Round 

Table is doomed not because it has forsaken Christianity, 

but because of the 'privy hate' of 'two unhap~y kny~htes' 

one of whom is the child of Arthur's sin." 6 

Each of these opinions is somehow le ss than compl9tely 

satisfactory. Let us examine these several influences, as 

they bear analogy to Toynbee's concept, in order to arrive 

at a better underntanding of those forces contributing to 

the eventual fall of the kingdom. 

Chinks gradually appear in the admirable Arthur's Or-

der. The refining amour courtois, such an improvement 

over the wild and barbaric treatment of women, is the first 
I 

form of order to show conflict within it - and loCi cally 

80. Lancelot, by many years youn8er than the queen, was 

at first the ideal example of the young kniGht dedicatod 

to the service of the gracious lady whose favor he must 

slowly win by "carefully prescribed deg;rees." In the six-

t9 book he is shown circumspectly attending the queen ac

cording to "the rules", with no hint of real emotion. 

~lihally, however, he takes "deep privy drourrhts" of ir;11ilty 

love and his passion for Guenevere becomes the enemy of 

his loyalty to Arthur and to God. This irr~~ulRrity d08s 

not pass unnoticed by the court or Morgan 10 Fay ~ho sA~ks 

to bring it to the attention of the Kin". She desit~ns a 
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shield for Tristam which pictures a lady and a kni~ht with 

his feet on a king. To make sure that the meaning 1s clear, 

she instructs a maiden to decode the "message". ("Sir Kin~~, 

wit ye well this shield was ordained for you, to warn you 
I 

of your shame and dishonor ~hd that longeth to you and your 

queen.") Arthur is "sad and wroth." Guenevere resents the 

pic tu rea n d com pIa ins toE c tor, "I W 0 t we 11 th iss h 1 e 1 d was 

made by Morgan Ie Fay in despite of me and Sir Lancelot, 

wherefore I dre ad le s t I should be de s troye d." ••• " All tha t 

espied the queen and that made here sore afeard." Morgan 

Ie Fay frequently attempted mischief during the rise of the 

Order, but during that creative period her efforts always 

proved innocuous. Now she has scored because a flaw exists. 

There is trouble brewing in Logres. 

'Letters pass.between Camelot and Cornwall. King Mark, 

angry because of Arthur's tolerance toward Tristram and 

Ise~lt, insinustes that the King's own house is not above 

reproach. The sense of something wrong intrudes beneath 

the superficial show of chivalric order. 

What are the effects of this new disorder? First, it 

mD~ks an end of that inspired c.reativity which sparks 

mimesis. Arthur ceases to be the guiding force. He re-

tires to the position of figure-head. He ceases to cope 

with adversity and by eXAmple lead a fellowship whir'h is 

a c rea. t i v e min 0 r i t y C D P R. b 1 e 0 f b u i 1 cii n F~ a nat ion • " W h n n 
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king Arthur understood the letter he mused of many things, 

and thought on his sister's words ••• that she had said 

betwixt queen Guenevere and Sir Lancelot. And in this 

thou gh the stu die d a €~ rea t wh i 1 e • " Then, recalling • ! j"or-

gan's enmity to himself, to Guenevere and Lancelot, he 

II pu t a 11 t hat 0 u t 0 f his tho ugh t • " ( Boo k X, C hap t e r 27) 

Arthur has chosen his role - that of the ostrich. Pas-

sivity makes no contribution to growth. There is no suc-
I 

cessful response to this internal challenge. 

We begin to see the "principle of causation" at work. 

The sin of Lancelot and Guenevere requires surgery that 

Arthur is reluctant to perform. It might "hurt" his Order; 

yet if allowed to remain it may "kill" his Order. (The 

'ftankly procrustean' method of adaptation was not new. 

It was recommended much earlier by One who said: "If thy 

ri[Sht hand offend thee, cut it off.") 

Lancelot's allegiance to both Arthur and God i3 vio-

lated by his passion for the queen. Torn by guilt and 
I 

driven even to the point of madness by a misunderstanding 
I 

with his lady, Lancelot is no longer that perfect example 

of chivalry which exudes creativity and inspires mimesis. 

Younger knights are no doubt driven to notice the" clay 

feet" of their hero. "The portrait of Lancelot is ;·.:nlory's 

greatest triumph, for in his struSf~lp is concentr8ted th{; 

clash of forces which, by their union cre~,t.nd, and by th~~r 

conflict destroyed the chivalric ideal." 7 



Arthur's amorous interlude with the sorceress Annowse 

and Lamarak's insolent adoration of Morcawse are further 

evidenoe of the inadequacies of amour courtois as an order-

ing influence. (Gaheris' slaying of his guilty mother is 

reminiscent of the Greek tragedies.) 

Mimesis,says Toynbee, is evoked by charm. Th8 fol

lowers are inspired to imit8te the external charRctpT'istics 

of their creative leaders. Thus growth proceeds.' But when 
, 

creativity fails, mimesis is apt to become mechanical. "A 

loss of creative power in the souls of creative lnrUvidunls 

or ~inorities is a loss which divests them of their magic 

power to influence the souls of the uncreative masses or 

majorities. Where there is no creation there is no mimesis. 

Th1is leads to loss of social unity in society as a w101e.,,8 

i 

I 

A modern poet catches the right note with these words: 

"In tra8ic life, God wot, 
No villain need bel 
Passions spin the plot. 
We are betrayed by 
~hat is false within." 9 

The knights of the Hound Table are ill at ease "in Zion". 

There is laxity in high places. A growinG restlessness foI
I 

loWs disorder within Order. Desire increases for a ~orld 

of purity and hi8her law. Creativity must he renewed if 

growth is to continue. The passage of the Grail occurs at 
I 

the precise moment when the knights are most susceptlble 

to its suggestion of holiness as the answer. It ~e0ms to 



provide an answer to the unspoken longing and hunger in 

their hearts. Why then does this quest only contribute 

further to the breakdown of the realm? 

25 

The creative personality in his external relations 

with the society to which he belongs, must practice a pat-

tern of movement Toynbee calls wi thdrawal and re turn. "The 

withdrawal makes it possible for the personality to reali~e 

powers within himself which miGht have remained dormant if 

he had not been released for the time bein~ from his social 

toils and trammels •••• " But the withdrawal to solitude or 

quest "can have no purpose, and perhaps even no meaning, 

except as a prelude to the return of the transfigured per

sonality into the social milier out of which he harl ori-

ginally come - a na ti ve envit'onmen t from wh ich t he human 

social animal cannot permanently estrange himself without 

repudiating his humanity and becoming, 1n Artistotle's phrase 

'either a beast or a god~' The return is the essence of 

the whole movement as well as its final cause ." 10 (We 

catch an echo here of Plato's simile of the Cave.) 

The quest of the Grail then, might have provided the 

spiritual enrichment necessary to further creativity, but, 

according to Toynbee, the return of the enlightened is 98-

sential. Failure to return is treachery to life. We 
I 

may see in Malory's Morte that the hope for a succ~ssful 

re spons e to the c ha 11 enr,e of the Gra 11- an deans e ql1 en tly to 

the disorder within the Order and its crABtive indivi&lAls-
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is disappointed not by the withdrawal but by the failure 
I 

of many to return. (In the story of the poisoned apple, 

we find "So after the quest of the Sankgreall was full

filled, and all knights that were left on life were corns 

home aJgain unto the hound (rable ••• there was great joy 
I 

in the court ••• of the remnant the t were corns home.") 

The quest of the Grail might have served to spur further 

growth. Walter Bagehot expressed the idea in this wny: 

"All great nations have been prepared in privacy and in 

secret. They have been composed far away from all dis

tractions."ll But few knights returned, and of the four 

who achieved the Grail, only two reenter the story. 

(Thus may Galahad and Percival be said to share in the 

blame with those who contribute to the fall?) 

Lancelot, who only dreamed he gaw the Grail, And Bors 

who did see it, come back to their proper sphere of duty. 

Why do their returns bring no advance in dreative growth? 
I 

Vie are not left long in doubt about the cause of Lancelot's 

ineffectual influ.ence. He is hardly back when: "then as 

the book saith, Sir Lancelot began to resort unto Queen 

Guenevere again and forgot the promise and the perfe c tl on 

that he made in the quest; for, as the book sSith, hnd not 

Sir Lancelot been in his privy thoughts and in his mind 

SO l set inwardly to the queen as he was 1n seemins outwnrc1 

toG 0 d , the r e had no k n i ~ ~ h t P a :i sed h 1 m 1 n qu est 0 r the 
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Sankgreall." 

'TIhe persistence of h1s s1 n cl'Jgs Lancelots soul. The 

conflict neutralizes creative effort. The court is shocked 

••• "and in especial for Sir Agravain, Sir Gawain's brother, 

for he was ever open-mouthed." Tennyson's astute summation 

is succinct: "His honor rooted in dishonor stood, and fe.i th 

unfaithful kept him falsely true." 

Moments of sincere repentance bring fleeting power as 

when he is able to heal Sir Urre's seven ~reat wounds, and 
I 

the court is purged for a brief moment with real reli[;ious 

exaltation. But the surcease from sin is brief. 
I 

Sir Bors' return fails to effect nreative growth be-

cause his loyalty to Lancelot is seen to replace vows made 

to God and king. "And therefore courteous knight, said the 
I 

king, promise her to do battle for her: I require you, 

for the love of Sir Lancelot. My lord, said Sir Bors, ye 

require me the greote:lt thing that any lTlRn mny require of 

me." Sir Bors is lovable from start to finish of the story. 

Loyalty is the key to his character. He has reached true 

detachment from selfish interest, but it is not Bors des-

tiny to take the center of the staGe, to lead or inspire 

growth. He mus t play Hora tio to Lancelot' s Hamlet. 

Vida Scudder, of course, is accurate when she says 

thAt Arthur did not want his knif~hts to r:o on the Quest of 

the GrAll. But, however true his "trar.:lc instinct" mny 



have proved, his attitude betrays his flaw. It is what 

Plato calls a sin against proportion, and what Toynbee 

marks as characteristic of the decline of society. itA 

fatuous passivity (resting on one's oars) toward the 

present is one way of succumbing to the nemesis of 

creativity. The negativeness of this mental posture 

does not certify an absence of moral fault. It springs 

from an infatuation with the past, and this infatuation 

is the sin of idolatry •••• It mRy take the form of an 

idolization of the idolator's own personality or society 
I 

in' some ephemeral phase of the never-ceasing movement 

through challenge and response to fur ther challenESe 

which 1s the essence of being alive; or it may take the 

limited form of an idolization of some particular insti-

tution or technique which once stood the idolator in good 

stead." 12 

Arthur's idolization of his Order as an end in itself 

demonstrates the paasing of creative leadership. He would 

retain the status quo. He becomes one of those souls who 

"stopped to rest and while resting died." The Order hos 

becorhe his love and his (god. Evidence abounds that he re

grets the loss of a "good knight" more than the loss of a 

wife. "I am sorrier for my good knights loss, than for 

the loss of my fair queen, for queens I might have eno~, 

but such a fe ·l'bwship of good knights shall no ver bA to-
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gether in no company." (Book XX, Chapter 9) 

In Arthur's idolization of the Order, in Lancelot's 

love of Guenevere, in Bors.devotion to Lancelot we see 

again Plato's "sin against proportion." Even Galahad, 

the ascetic, does not see that love of God must include 

service to humanity. 

"When leaders cease to lead, their t~Jnure of power 

becomes an abuse. The rank and file mutiny; the officers 

seek to restore order by drastic action. Thus a band of 

leaders have degenerated into a dominant minority •••• 

Secession of the led from the leaders may be reGarded as 

a loss of harmony between the parts which make up the 

whole ensemble of the society. In any whole consisting 

of1parts, a loss of harmony between the parts is paid for 

by the whole in a corresponding loss of self-determination. 

'1
l

his los s of se 1f- de termina tion is the ul t ima te c ri ter ion 

of breakdown." 13 

Arthur has ceased to lead. Good knights have failed 

to return from quest. Lancelot's influence is seriously 

blighted. Rival factions, the houses of Lot, Pellinore 

and Lance10t, become a final cause of disaster. Ten

acious enmi ties between di verse groups of Arthur' s knif~hts 

have persisted in supplot. Now mth the loss of creativity, 

mimesis fails and subsurface turmoil enlpts. 

There have been episodic troubles between the fnm~lles 
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of Lot and Pellinore brou~ht on by rivalry and jealousy 

throughout the whole story. The older law, which knew 

no justice but retaliation, shows the tragedy of the two 

houses to be Greek in complication. After Pellinore 

killed Lot, Gawain, 80n of Lot and Margawse kills Pelli-

nore. When Lamarak, son of Pellinor~ has become the lover 

o~ Margawse,' her outraged son kills Lamarak and his bro

ther Gah~ris kills Margawse. Gawain i8 shown to be jeal

ous of Tor, son of Pellinore, whose kni8hting preceeds 

his own.: Gareth, brother to,Gawain, obviously prefers 

LS.ncelot and "he withdrew himself from his brother, Sir 

Gawain's, fellowship, for he was vengeable, and where he 

hated he would be avenged with murder, and that hated 

Sir Gareth." (Book VII, Chapter 34) "Sharp severance of 

natural affinities of kinship is the stuff out of which 

tragedy is brewed. tf Thus, the evil forces are drawn 

which easily burst forth when the sense of creative fel-

lowship is lost. As Modred reports Lancelot's actions 

to the king, Arthur wails, "Alas, me sore repenteth •••• 

Now I'm sure the noble fellowship of the Round Tnble is 

broken forever." 

A schism in the souls of human beines will be found 

to under'lie any schism that reveals itself on the surfRce 

of society, says Arnold Toynbee. HA state8 thnt there are 

two kinds of personal behavior which BrA subst3tutes for 
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the loss of the creative faculty. Doth are attempts at 

self-expression, one passive, one active. The passive 

consists in an abandon in which the soul gives free rein 

to its own appetites or aversions. The active is an ef

fo~t at self-control in which the soul seeks to discipline 

its natural passions. 14 In Gawain, Agravain end Modred 

we see the first and in Arthur and Lancelot we see the 

second. 

"Abandon" is the chief characteristic of GAwain as he 

pleads with the king. He has given himself up completely 

to the emotion of vengeance. "And right so Sir Gawain ran 

to the king crying and weeping ••• 0 king, my lord, and 

mine uncle, wit you well, now I shall make you a promise 

that I shall hold by my kni8hthood ••• I shall seek Sir Lan-

celoti throughout seven king's realms but I shall slay him, 

or else he shall slay me." Hot hate rages unchecked. 

I Lancelot continues to exert self-control befitting 

knighthood in difficulty. Forced to flee, he rescues the 

queen, defends himself and Guenevere ably at Joyous Garde. 

Hi~ defense plea to Arthur is thoughtful and well-reasoned 

- though full of half- tru ths • In spi te of hi s pos 1 t ion ho 

shows magnanimity. "And always Sir Lancelot charc;ed all 

his knights in any wise to spare king Arthur and Sir Gawain." 

"So Sir Bors encountered wi th king Arthur, Rnd there wi. th a 
I 

spear ISir Bors smote him down; and so he alil?'jlt [lnd dr(]w 
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his sword, and said to Sir Lancelot Shall I make an end 
I , 

of this wari and that he meant to have slain kins Arthur. 

Not so hardy, said Sir Lancolot, upon pain of thy head, 

that thou touch him no more: for I will never ~ee that 

most noble king, that made me knivpt, neither slain nor 

shamed." Self-control1 

Arthur exhibits self-control when he accepts the 

Pope's orderin8 influence (a charming touch of deus ex 

machine) and receives the queen and Lancelot at Cnmelot. 

'l'hia control is short-lived, hO,wever, as he ar:rees to 

Gawain' 8 demand for Lancelot's exile, then relinquishes 

his reign of the land to Modred in an effort to conquer 

Lancelot in France. All hope of order is forgotten in 

t~is abandon to the unreasonin8 actions of vengeance, and 

Modred, whose begetting was Arthur's 'original sin', be

comes the instrument for total disintegration of the Order. 

The fy.ndamental "intuition of freedom" of romance has re
I 

cognilzed the "governing and inhibi ting law" of class ical 

art. " ••• romance has accepted fact as it mus t do if it is 

to retain any veracity." 



CONCLUSION 

A kingdom has risen and fallen. 1he desire for or-

der experienced by creative personalities, after AWAre

ness of internal and external disorder, has letl to healthy 

growth of a unified society. By continuous responses to 

challenges the creative minority has proved the vtrtlles 

which wait in adversity. The fHll has resulted throUf~h 

the failure to harmonize factors, good in themselves, bnt 

evil if stressed in isolation. One element of order, ad-

hered to in isolation from and in conflict with other el~
I 

ments of order, has been shown to lead to frlllllre of crea-

tivity. Schism in the soul has led to schism in society. 

Miresis has failed. Elan has disappeared. 

The fall 1s wrought by men who sin against proportion. 

They do not grasp all th0 pRrts of order in a wholeness, 

but allow partial emphasis to one. Each clings to an al

legiance, good 1n 1 tsolf, but insufficient alone. "It is 

not edough to respond to ordering loyalties; one must re-
I 

cohc ile them." 

The law of cBusation works firmly, steadily, and pro-

roundly. By the apparent analogy to historic humAn ~ivili-

~ations as described by Toynbee, we see that "iron in j,:A1-

or y" t 0 bet h 0 s e in e x 0 r a b 1 e 1 a W 8 0 f c a 1J 3 R 1 i t Y w h i chi: ('I \' r> r n 

a society of indIvidual personallties. LOy8lties to mnn, 

to nation, to God - PJlrh t:( ~ od 1n itself, cannot bnCOrlC 

mJtually exclusive. ~q~h is creative only jf it lnf'ludA,~ 
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the other two. Failure to balance these is treachery to 

life. The promise to "flee treason" was the vow that 

failed. 

The curiosity which prompted the investigati u n lead

ing to this study is satisfied. Myth is not now seen to 

be"remote from empirical reality." Malory's Le r,'orte 

D'Arthur is"metaphysical speculation on the meaninG of 

history." The conviction that this is a social docurn011t 

as well as an object d'art seems justified. 
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